Newbridge Primary School
Year 5 Daily Learning
Wednesday 1st July: Good morning! On this day, in 1908, the Morse Code "SOS" (· · · – – – · · ·)
distress signal became the worldwide standard for help. Morse Code is a system of electronic
communication. It uses dots, dashes, and spaces to represent letters, punctuation, and numbers.
The symbols are arranged to spell out a message. A machine called a telegraph converts the
symbols into electrical signals and sends them across a wire to their destination. The signals are
then converted back into the message by the telegraph that receives them.
Can you decode this message written in Morse Code? (Each / separates a letter)
–·––/·/·–/·–·
··–·/··/···–/·
·–/·–·/·
·–/·––/·/···/–––/––/·
Daily reading

Please read the Ed Sheeran comprehension text and answer the attached questions. This can be
found and downloaded on the Year 5 daily learning page of the school website.

If you are unable to access the comprehension, make sure to do 30 mins of independent reading
today and discuss what you have read with an adult. Also, take time to ask family members about the
books that they are reading.
Daily times tables

Using your knowledge of times tables, try and solve this selection of problems:

Termly Spellings

Please take time to learn spellings for future weeks and to re-visit past spellings.
These can be found on the school website at https://www.newbridge.bathnes.sch.uk/ and go to the
tab Classes and click on your class.
This week’s spellings are:
whistle
glistening

fasten
rustle

castle

Activity: Write each word in its own sentence. As a challenge, try to write a cohesive sentence that
includes all five words!
Daily Maths

Today, you will estimate volume and capacity of different solids and objects whilst choosing the most
suitable unit of measure for different objects e.g. using m3 for the volume of a room. Remembering
that volume is the amount of space taken up by an object, whereas capacity is the amount a
container can hold.
Question 1:

Can you draw a fourth item and estimate its capacity by comparing it to the other objects?
Question 2:

Question 3:

Question 4:

If you would rather learn maths through a more practical task - try this:

Daily English

Main Activity:

Healthy Me

Today - enjoy belting out some singing!
Why not crack out a rapturous rendition of George Ezra's 'Shotgun' and give
your family a performance they'll never forget? Or simply enjoy singing
quietly in your room.

Singing uses both sides of your brain whilst releasing endorphins associated
with feelings of happiness as well as stimulating the release of oxytocin, a
hormone that is found to alleviate anxiety and stress.

Problem of the
Day

Using your knowledge of coordinates, can you work out the four-figure grid references for the
symbols on this map? The first symbol has been done for you.

Answers to yesterday's problem of the day:

The activities below are supplementary and can be used to further extend learning opportunities whilst at home.
Home Learning
Please look at your Home Learning grid.
Visit the school website at https://www.newbridge.bathnes.sch.uk/ and go to the tab Classes and
click on your class.
Please plan and complete these activities throughout the duration of the school closure.
National
Curriculum
Word Lists
Curriculum
Overview

Look in your Reading Log and find all of the spellings for your year group. How many of these can you
learn? Use the strategies listed at the top of the page.
Take time to look at the Curriculum Overview for your year group. This can be found on the school
website at https://www.newbridge.bathnes.sch.uk/ Go to the tab Key Information, go down the
menu on the left hand side to Curriculum, go to Termly Overview and click on the one for your year
group.
Talk to a grown up at home and decide on an aspect you would like to find out more about. This
means that when you come back to school, you will be able to share something new.

Useful websites

Please see the useful websites list.

Well done for trying all of these areas of learning. Please can we ask that your parent sends a few lines in an email to let us
know what you have completed today.

5B: 5b@newbridge.bathnes.sch.uk 5H: 5h@newbridge.bathnes.sch.uk

Please look out for tomorrow’s learning, from Mrs Bartlett and Mr Handson

